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NEW QUESTION: 1
You mc configuring Azure DevOps build pipelines.
You plan to use hosted build agents.
Which build agent pool should you use to compile each
application type? To answer, drag the appropriate built agent
pools to the correct application types. Each butt agent pool
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need
to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Hosted macOS
Hosted macOS pool (Azure Pipelines only): Enables you to build
and release on macOS without having to configure a self-hosted
macOS agent. This option affects where your data is stored.
Box 2: Hosted
Hosted pool (Azure Pipelines only): The Hosted pool is the
built-in pool that is a collection of Microsoft-hosted agents.

NEW QUESTION: 2
When troubleshooting ATM, which command would allow you to test
reachability from one side of an ATM cloud to the other?
A. ping atm vci 0.100 interface at-0/1/0 far-end
B. ping atm vci 0.100 interface at-0/1/0 end-to-end
C. ping atm vci 0.100 interface at-0/1/0 circuit
D. ping atm vci 0.100 interface at-0/1/0 final-hop
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
ping atm syntax:
Syntax
ping atm interface interface-name vci vci
&lt;brief&gt;
&lt;count count&gt;
&lt;end-to-end | segment&gt;
&lt;interval seconds&gt;
&lt;sequence-number sequence-number&gt;
References:
http://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos13.3/topics/ref
erence/command-summary/ ping-atm.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following are obvious advantages of having a
ProxySG deployed in a Reverse Proxy environment? (Choose all
that apply)
(a)The ProxySG has built in DOS protection to guard the actual
web server from denial-ofservice attacks
(b)
Increased performance with caching provides an improved Web
Experience
(c)
Consistent default behavior of cache expiration and validation
directives
(d)
SSL termination on ProxySG allow SSL offloading, therefore

eliminating bottleneck on the web server side.
A. a, b&amp;c only
B. a, b&amp;d only
C. All of the above
D. b, c&amp;d only
Answer: B
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